Tips for completing the London Healthy Workplace Charter
Achievement accreditation scorecard
General tips
•

It is a good idea to ask a lead person for a topic area to complete that section of the
scorecard/portfolio and then ask other colleagues to contribute extra
information/evidence where applicable.

•

The London Healthy Workplace Charter self-assessment framework (the blue
booklet – available here) offers some guidance on what evidence might be relevant
to demonstrate you are meeting the standards – but note that they are only
suggestions.

•

If you have more than one site, make sure that the information given either applies
to all sites, or if different things are happening in the different sites, that you make it
clear which information applies in which site.

•

The target audience is the verifiers – they need enough information to get a feel for
the organisation’s work on health and wellbeing, to make an initial assessment of the
organisation’s level of achievement, and to prepare pertinent questions for
verification day.
Please do not hesitate to contact your healthy workplace advisor with any queries.
If you have not yet been assigned an advisor, register your interest here.

Completing the section on how you are meeting the Commitment standards

•

Provide a description of how you meet each standard (bullet points are fine)

•

List the evidence that you are submitting in your portfolio alongside the descriptions

•

Make sure that it is clear how employees are made aware of policies/risk
assessment findings/support services/campaigns and how they are involved in
the design/development where relevant. (The Charter places emphasis on
communication with employees, both in terms of informing and listening to
employees – so this is essential.)
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Completing the section on how you are meeting the Achievement
standards
Write a list of the evidence that you have compiled, together with
a succinct explanation of each piece (the name of the document,
its purpose and how it is linked to meeting the standard/criterion).
A good employer section will:
•
Provide a wide range of evidence
•
Showcase innovative work
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Example of good scorecard completion by an employer, with annotations
Please note that the example below was taken from an old scorecard using outdated
standards for Excellence accreditation.
The purpose is to illustrate the principles above – please ignore the details.
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TWINKLE CO.* EXAMPLE LHWC ACHIEVEMENT SCORECARD EXCERPT
(*name changed for anonymity)

Attendance management – evidence review
COMMITMENT LEVEL

Testimonial from organisation
(Completed by TWINKLE Co. in advance of evidence review
meeting)

• A clear attendance
management policy/
guidance is in place and
procedures are known
to employees
• Contact is maintained with
absent employees to provide
support and aid return to
work.
• Return to work interviews
are conducted and recorded
with concerns/appropriate
support recorded and
provided
• Specific risk assessments
for individuals are conducted
and take into account a
person’s health status
• Reasonable adjustments
are
available
to
employees in line with
recommendations made
in a Statement of Fitness
for Work.

We have an attendance policy which is in the colleague handbook and this is also trained
as part of the company induction. The policy clearly states what is expected from
colleagues and also the responsibilities that the company has to look after our colleagues.
All absences are recorded in our HR system and stats are collected and discussed with
senior leaders on monthly basis. HR business partners look for patterns in absences and
discuss these with the line managers at properties. They offer support to line managers on
how to deal with absences and hold absence review meetings.
All colleagues have Return to Work interview after each absence with their line manager.
Managers are trained on absence management. TWINKLE CO. online H&W portal details
are given to all colleagues as part of the RTW interview.
We look at each as an individual and offer reasonable adjustments (for example phased
return to work, reduced hours, and assigning different tasks). We are also currently
trialling Fit for Work. We also have an occupational health provider where we can refer
colleagues if needed.
With any long term absence we agree with the individual how to keep in touch during the
absence. Each case is different. We recently had a colleague who was diagnosed with
arthritis and has had to take considerable time of work. We agreed with him to keep
contact weekly either a call or him coming over. He is now doing shorter shifts and we
review this weekly.
We carry out pregnancy risk assessments with all expecting mothers and review these as
the pregnancy proceeds.
Evidence in portfolio:
C2.1: Policy p23-27
C2.2: Case study showing contact with absence employee; See also
section A1.3 for managers’ training slides
C2.3: Return to Work interview guidance and form
C2.4: Sample pregnancy risk assessment
C2.5: Case study showing adjustments made
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Level and
requirements

Not met/
partially met/
fully met/NA

Evidence from organisation
(Completed by TWINKLE Co. in advance of
evidence review meeting)

Comments from
workplace health lead
(Completed by advisor
reviewing evidence at
meeting)

ACHIEVEMENT
A2.1
Absence
rates and
causes are
collected and
monitored

Fully Met

[Absence
analysis
spreadsheet
(names Viewed evidence.
removed), 2016]
Didn’t discuss how
[HR metrics, 2016, for all properties]
We collect absence stats and these are analysed by collected.
the HR business partners.

data

is

[BRM agenda]
The stats are also discussed during the Business
Review Meetings with the Operations Director, the
property General Manager and Head of HR.
[Department Monthly People Review/HR Health
check form]
HR Business partners hold a monthly HR Health
Check at their properties and meet all the HODs and
the GM and absence is one of the topics covered

A2.2
Interventions
are undertaken
where
patterns
indicate
trends of
absence

Fully Met

[Policy in colleague handbook p.23-27]
Viewed evidence.
If colleague has unacceptable levels of absence, an
absence review meeting is held with the colleagues In addition to intervention for
absence
patterns,
by their line manager and the HR Business partner. individuals’
Following these meetings action is taken. What that metrics are reviewed at a
is depends of the outcome of these meetings. This company/property level (as shown
could include obtaining medical reports, making in A2.1) and would be addressed if
reasonable adjustments either to their role or the trend was evident.
working conditions or any recommendation made by
GP or occupational health.

A2.3 Managers
have
participated in
attendance
management
training

Fully Met

Viewed evidence.
[See section A1.3 for Attendance management
slides and management academy outline]
There is a comprehensive training
[Training records, showing attendance
programme for managers in place.
management training]
Managers are trained on Attendance Management The L&D manager has oversight of
and HR Business Partners are always available to attendance.
assist line managers.

EXCELLENCE LEVEL – checklist of requirements
• Absence trends are monitored across the organisation and specific programmes are designed
and implemented to address the issues identified to prevent further absence.
• The organisation’s return to work policies are designed to support sustainable rehabilitation and
early return to work with adjustments made to accommodate this when necessary.
• The organisation has a proactive system in place to support staff on long term sickness absence
to return to work and will support staff with long term conditions.

Workplace health advisor to complete this section with details or examples if any of the above have been met
Absence has been recognised as something to reduce; this was one of the original reasons for prioritising employee
health and wellbeing and developing the associated programmes
TWINKLE CO.’s approach to return to work includes a tailored induction for those who are returning from extended
periods out of the workplace (e.g. maternity leave, or a long period of sickness absence).
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